Kendox InfoShare

Information starts living!
The Kendox InfoShare product family is designed for use in businesses
seeking a lasting tool to optimise the way they manage digital documents, information, binders and processes.
The total openness and high scalability of this complete system ensures
that it can map onto small teams and working groups just as effectively
as enterprise-wide applications. Users work with the application of their
choice – with the Windows client, the browser-based web client, seamlessly integrated into leading applications such as ERP systems, or with
a cutting-edge app for mobile devices. In all cases, the documents they
work with are managed through a revision-safe, legally-compliant document archive.

Facts
Comprehensive DMS/ECM solution including process management
Process management for binders
and documents
Revision-safe archive
Also available as a cloud service
Integrates with specialist applications using an open web API
Open architecture based on
Microsoft .NET
Web Services and WCF interface

Document management (as well as ECM, or enterprise content management) serves a number of subsidiary functions: documents are captured,
archived within the DMS system in line with all compliance requirements,
and integrated into existing business processes. In addition, documents
are integrated into existing specialist applications, a range of standard
applications can be used to handle documents, and round-the-clock mobile access is provided.
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Kendox InfoShare
Efficient Document Management

Integrated Process Manager

Revision-safe Archiving

It is common for many modern businesses to distribute their information management processes across a number
of locations. This often makes it impossible to gain total access to all information and for departments to collaborate
effectively.

Business process management is a
core concern for many businesses, regardless of their size or sector. Enterprises’ processes are not just becoming
faster and more efficient – they are also
becoming more flexible and more transparent.

The archiving and long-term storage of
documents in line with compliance requirements is one of the key demands
placed upon a document management
system.

«Kendox InfoShare» helps you to quickly
and easily provide access to documents
and binders throughout your business.
Your users have direct access to typical
document management functions, such
as checking in and out, versioning, annotations, and flexible search options.
This means that documents can be
efficiently stored, archived in a revision-safe format, and – most importantly
– quickly and easily found again afterwards.

The «InfoShare Process Manager» lets
you define workflows in advance, ensuring that recurring processes are handled consistently, making the current
state of processing clear and identifying
the responsible figures at any given moment. Individual processes can also be
defined on an ad-hoc basis, meaning
that, where necessary, the user can define a document’s path to approval and
release.

All documents – no matter their origin
– are stored and managed through the
«Kendox InfoShare Server». This is the
only way to ensure that documents are
stored in line with legal requirements.
How the documents arrive in the system
is irrelevant: equal support is given to
document scanning, manual archiving
of documents and emails from standard
applications such as Microsoft Office
and Outlook, and automatic storage of
content created by specialist applications.

Kendox InfoShare
Mobile Web Client
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Kendox InfoShare
Integration with Specialist
Applications and Portals

Digital Binders and
Document Management

Process Management and
Business Processes

Documents only reveal their true value
once integrated into the correct business processes and specialist applications. «Kendox InfoShare‘s» open
architecture makes it easy for different
solutions to play nicely together.
A wide range of integration options are
already available for leading specialist
processes and standard applications,
meaning that specialist applications are
guaranteed to seamlessly access the
right documents, binders and processes.

«Kendox InfoShare» lets you easily organise and manage documents and
emails within digital binders. These binders can be configured to your liking.
They adapt to your processes – not the
other way around!
For example, entire binders can be accessed through the «Kendox Client» or
simply through a specialist application.
All relevant information can be found
in one place, kept in a standard organisational structure, and transparently
accessed at all times. Fast, convenient
and simple.

Business process management is a
core concern for many businesses, regardless of their size or sector. Enterprises’ processes are not just becoming
faster and more efficient – they are also
becoming more flexible and more transparent.
This is where the «Kendox InfoShare
Process Manager» comes in. The Process Manager lets you define workflows
in advance, ensuring that recurring
processes are handled consistently,
making the current state of processing
clear and identifying the responsible figures at any given moment.

Integrate Documents into
Specialist Applications

Manage Binders,
Documents and Processes

Process Management
for Binders & Documents

Capture Documents

Revision-safe Archiving

Mobile Access
to all Information

Scan Documents,
extract Data
«Kendox InfoShare SCAN» quickly and
automatically captures, classifies and
categorises paper-based documents by
keyword. It can also intelligently identify
header data (e.g. document number and
date, UIDs and IBAN numbers) in order
to pinpoint the appropriate business
process and hand over the document
accordingly.
«Kendox InfoShare BATCH» can also
process and archive spool files or other
documents already found in digital format, and hand these over to the appropriate processes. Reliable, flexible and
high-performance.

Archiving, Compliance,
long-term Storage
All documents – no matter their origin
– are stored and managed through the
«Kendox InfoShare Server» . This ensures that documents are stored in line
with legal requirements.
A flexible, highly configurable metadata
management system makes documents
and binders searchable, as well as ensuring they can be perfectly integrated
into business processes. Naturally, the
extensive security design guarantees
that documents can only be seen by
those with the proper permissions.

Mobile Access, Web Browser
and Cloud Service
Location-independent working offers
great benefits: more flexibility, the ability
to stay close to the customer, and 24/7
access to business-critical data. First,
though, mobile applications must be
seamlessly integrated into business processes, and mobile processes must be
accessible on a wide range of devices.
Only then can quotes, invoices and contracts released quickly and business data
found easily.
«Kendox InfoShare» makes working with
data and documents on the move simple
and straightforward. With «InfoShare as
a Service», all business archive operations can be outsourced, eliminating the
need for a business to first build its own
archiving infrastructure.
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Kendox InfoShare
Digital Binders
Custom-tailored especially to help manage digital document
binders, «InfoShare Digital Dossier» lets you collect documents together into logically-structured binders and dossiers.
Different structures and properties can be configured for the
binders, depending on the business process for which they
are required. This means that binders can be quickly and easily created for a wide range of application scenarios, including
employee records, customer files, supplier records and more.

Capture Documents with InfoShare SCAN
«Kendox InfoShare SCAN» is a convenient solution for quickly
and automatically capturing paper-based documents and splitting, classifying, automatically or manually indexing them, and
storing them within «Kendox InfoShare» as required. Captured
documents can also be handed over to transaction or workflow
systems, and additional data such as form headers can be
automatically extracted and processed.

Microsoft Office
Integrating «Kendox InfoShare» into Microsoft Office makes
it possible to digitally archive and retrieve documents from
within Microsoft Office itself. Central template and boilerplate
management systems are one element enabling efficient work
using Word, Excel and PowerPoint.

Email Archiving with Outlook, Lotus Notes, Groupwise
Emails are an indispensable part of day-to-day business. Just
like all other documents, they need to be included in any enterprise-wide information architecture. With «Kendox InfoShare»,
users work in a familiar environment as they interact with
emails to archive them or retrieve them from the archive.

Wide Range of Access Options
«Kendox InfoShare» offers a wide range of access options.
Documents can be accessed through the «InfoShare Client»
or through your specialist application, or you can use the
«InfoShare HTML5 App» and your web browser, tablet or
smartphone to work directly with archived content anywhere,
at any time.

Universal, open Interfaces
A collection of fully open interfaces is available for «Kendox InfoShare» . Almost any function can be addressed using these
interfaces (Web Services, WCF, REST, XML API) depending on
your individual requirements. As a result, «Kendox InfoShare»
can be quickly and easily integrated into your existing specialist applications.

Expand as required
«Kendox InfoShare» can be expanded using a number of powerful components and additional modules to suit all elements
of a comprehensive information management system:
•• Integration with Microsoft Office, Outlook, Exchange
•• Integration with Microsoft SharePoint, CRM, Dynamics
•• Business process management solutions (Workflows)
•• Lotus Notes/Domino Integration and Groupwise email
storage
•• Digital binders (e.g. construction files, employee records,
project folders)
•• ERP and other specialist applications
•• SAP archiving, migration and integration
•• IBM i (AS/400) integration, including conversion functions
(AFPDS)
•• Integrate CAD formats and systems
•• Compliance storage systems

Legally-compliant (revision-safe) Archiving
«Kendox InfoShare» enables centralised, read-only, tamper-proof and trackable archiving of business-relevant binders
and documents. This lets you control the entire document life
cycle, from creation to the controlled deletion of information.
«Kendox InfoShare» supports digital signatures and almost
all common storage systems on the market, including EMC
Centera, EMC Celerra, FAST LTA Silent Cubes, GRAU DATA
File Lock, Hitachi HCP, Tivoli Storage Manager, IBM DR550,
iTernity – iCAS for HP and NetApp SnapLock.
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